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As a Partner in the Tech &
Transformation Team of FGS Global in
Berlin, Christopher Storck deals with
the transformation of companies and
the new demands this presents to
their communication functions. His
consulting activities focus on the
formulation and dissemination of
strategies, the establishment and
protection of economically relevant
reputations as well as the
reorganization and further
development of communication
departments across disciplines and

organizational borders.

For more than two decades at FGS Global, Christopher has helped international
organizations develop their communication functions to best support the
implementation of corporate strategy. This always involves making the most
efficient use of available resources to achieve maximum impact.

Christopher has been combining practice and science throughout his career. After
teaching master classes at the University of Münster he was appointed Professor of
Strategy and Communication Management at Quadriga University Berlin. Since
2013 he is serving on the scientific advisory board of the German Association of
Communicators (BdKom). From 2007 to 2020 he also held a leading position in the
Communication Controlling Section of the International Controller Association.

Prior to joining FGS Global in 2000, Christopher was an assistant professor at the
University of Cologne and headed the editorial team of a scientific magazine for
international and ethnic conflict management. He studied Eastern European
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History, Philosophy and Slavic Studies at the Universities of Cologne and Prague,
holds degrees as a Master of Arts and a Doctor of Philosophy, and is a certified
business coach of the EBS University for Economics and Law in Wiesbaden.
Christopher is a captain in the reserve of the German Armed Forces.
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https://fgsglobal.com/en/insights/accepting-the-transformation-challenge
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/future-proofing-communications-trends-challenges-storck-ph-d-/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/future-proofing-communications-trends-challenges-storck-ph-d-/
http://www.ipra.org/news/itle/itl-192-co-driving-integrated-reporting-an-evolution-in-organizational-thinking
http://www.ipra.org/news/itle/itl-192-co-driving-integrated-reporting-an-evolution-in-organizational-thinking
http://www.communication-director.com/issues/cog-machine/joining-pillars

